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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon and welcome to today’s webinar on:How Wellness Programs can Support DEI in the workplace. My name is Pamela Walker. I serve as a Health Promotion Consultant on the WA Wellness Team in the ERB division, at the WA State HCA. Before we get started, I would like to go over a few items so you know how to participate in today’s event. We’re using GoToWebinar, and you’re listening in using your computer's speaker system by default. If you would prefer to join over the phone, just select “Telephone” in the Audio pane and the dial-in information will be displayed.We have well over a hundred attendees today so we have muted all phone lines. You can submit questions by typing them into the Questions pane of the control panel.  You may send in your questions at any time during the presentation and we will address them throughout the webinar and also during the Q&A session at the end of today’s presentation. If you have any technical assistance questions please submit them  as well, and we will do our best to assist. We are recording this webinar and will post it along with the power point presentation as well to the Meetings and Materials section of our webpage. We will email all of you within about a week to direct you to those resources. 
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Health Promotion Consultant

Kristen Stoimenoff
WA Wellness Program Manager 
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I would also like to introduce Kristen Stoimenoff, the WA Wellness Program Manager. Kristen will facilitating the questions you submit during the session.



Robin 
Vazquez

Workforce Strategies Section Chief
Office of Financial Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let me introduce our speakers. Robin Vazquez currently works as the Workforce Strategies Section Chief within State Human Resources at the State Office of Financial Management, where she supports statewide efforts to increase the performance, engagement, diversity and inclusiveness of the state workforce. Prior to her work there, she negotiated collective bargaining agreements on behalf of the state of Washington.Among her proudest accomplishments is being the union negotiator that bargained the implementation of the first Infants at Work program at the Department of Health in 2015; the next year she was a participant in that same program as the mom of a newborn working for the state.



Joslyn Nelson

Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and 
Disability Program Specialist 
Washington State Health Care 

Authority
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Co- presenting with Robin is  Joslyn Nelson



Indira 
Malgarejo

Program Specialist
Washington State Department of 
Enterprise Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indira Malgarejo is also co-presenting with Robin today.  Indira currently works at the Procurement Inclusion and Equity Program at the Department of Enterprise Services as a Program SpecialistIndira is a bilingual professional with over 13 years of experience as a University Professor, Dean of the Psychology School, and a Psychologist in Venezuela. In her new life in the USA, she has found a passion for working with minorities. Indira has the vision to create scenarios for a more inclusive, diverse, and equitable work environment within the State of WA. 



Lindsay 
Lagreid
Senior Advisor, Limeade 
Institute 
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Presentation Notes
Lindsay Lagreid is a Senior Advisor for the Limeade Institute.The Limeade Institute does primary and secondary research on all topics related to creating a more caring employee experience – topics include: well-being, inclusion, burnout, culture, communication, trust, mutual commitment, employee engagement. As a senior advisor, Lindsay takes that research –what they  know from science and translates that into scalable application using the power of technology providing recommendations to Limeades product team and representing it out in the world as thought leadership to the:Market and Limeade’s customer facing teams Limeade is WA Wellness’s vender for the SmartHealth Wellness Portal.



Agenda

Overview of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) Efforts

The Inclusion Well-being Connection
How Wellness Programs can Support DEI

Washington Wellness’s Role in Supporting DEI
Questions and Closing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I turn it over to our speakers, lets take a quick look at today’s agenda and learning objectives.Robin Vazquez and her co-speakers will start off by start by giving you an overview ofWA State’s Diversity, Equity and Inclusion efforts and how Wellness Programs can support DEI.Then Lindsay Lagreid will talk about the inclusion of well-being connection and she will also share how Wellness Programs can support DEI in the workplace..I will take a few minutes to share what WA Wellness is doing to address DEI   And then we’ll wrap up with additional questions or comments. 



Learning Objectives
By the end of today’s webinar, you will have a better understanding of: 

State Human Resource’s role in DEI

DEI partnerships

State Business Resource Groups’ role

DEI efforts from 2018 to 2020 and beyond

What inclusion is and why it matters

How to support inclusion in the workplace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hope from today’s webinar you’ll leave with a better understanding of:[Read learning objectives]And remember, as we go along, if you have questions, please put them in the chat box. We will work hard to keep things running on time, so we have time to address questions at the end. 



OFM
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

May 2021

OFM State Human Resources, in 
partnership with many others

Enterprise Diversity, Equity 
and Inclusion Efforts and 
Progress 2018 - 2021



WHAT IS 
STATE HR?

• State HR has four sections:
• Labor Relations and 

Compensation Policy
• Rules and Appeals
• Enterprise Classification and 

Analytics
• Workforce Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State HR serves the state in its goal of becoming a strategic and competitive employer, having an HR foundation that supports business needs, providing accurate and timely data for decision-making, and operating as a high-performing office. 
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11IDENTIFYING 
CONNECTION POINTS IN 
THIS WORK

The Department of Enterprise Services, 

Results Washington, 

The Equity Office,

The Statewide DEI Council, 

The Statewide Business Resource Groups

Your agencies and institutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OFM-State HR has been convening committees and leading a number of ongoing efforts in the DEI space. But we depend on strong, supportive partnerships with other agencies and groups



DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND 
INCLUSION INNOVATIONS TEAM

• Strives to reduce data gaps and disparate 
experiences for state employees

• Complaints and Investigations efforts
• Data collection improvements
• Addressing accessibility and 

accommodations
• Reducing bias in hiring practices

• Provides strategy guidance in support of 
underrepresented groups within the state 
workforce

• Compliance and responsibility for several 
executive orders, directives and memos*

* Executive orders 21-01, 19-01, 
13-02, 12-02, 21-01, Gov. 
Directive 16-11, State HR 
Directives 20-02 and 20-03, and 
the Governor’s April 2018 Memo 
on Respect and Inclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VeteransPeople with DisabilitiesRacial and Ethnic MinoritiesMembers of the LGBTQ+ Community



DEII TEAM - CONTINUED

• Staffs the Statewide DEI Council
• Plans and supports the Public Service Recognition Week 

Awards and Event
• In partnership with the Secretary of State’s Office

• Supports the Statewide Business Resource Groups

• Veterans Employee Resource Group (VERG)
• Rainbow Alliance and Inclusion Network (RAIN)
• Latino Leadership Network (LLN)
• Washington Immigrant Network (WIN)
• Disability Inclusion Network (DIN)
• Blacks United in Leadership and Diversity (BUILD)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Washington State Employee Business Resource 
Groups
BRGs promote a more inclusive and respectful workplace, as they:

• Serve as a collective voice 
around shared interests or 
concerns

• Provide senior leadership with 
advice, guidance, and 
recommendations on 
workplace practices

• Support the development of 
equitable policies, 
procedures, and initiatives 
affecting Washingtonians

• Foster communities of 
practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building Community - Statewide BRGs unite employees who identify with common backgrounds with allies under shared values and goals. All BRGs have a mission and goals outlined in their charters and bylaws. BRGs contribute to an overall statewide business strategy in advancing diversity, equity, and inclusion in a respectful workplace.  Each BRG member brings unique knowledge and perspective, making them an asset to our state business needs and helping Washington pursue being the employer of choice.Recent BRG achievements:Blacks United in Leadership and Development (BUILD) – Education on historical events and statutes that disproportionately affect some groupsDisability Inclusion Network (DIN) – Emphasis on recognizing invisible disabilitiesVeterans Employee Resource Group (VERG) – Resources for onboarding process to assist with transitioning; agency awards; military spouseWashington Immigration Network (WIN) – Mentorship Program to help foster professional development with leaders across the state.Latino Leadership Network (LLN)- Regular Lunch & Learns for professional developmentRainbow Alliance and Inclusion Network (RAIN) – Restroom gender-neutral signs and agency recognition awards



THE GROUND WE’VE 
COVERED

Diversity, equity and inclusion efforts from 2018 to 2020



EQUITY AND 
INCLUSION: 

OUR STATEWIDE 
DIRECTION

OFM 5/13/2021
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Photo credit: Erin Cahill, taken at the DEI Summit, 2020
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In April 2018 the Governor issued a memo on Inclusive and Respectful Work Environments. Cross agency workgroups researched, made recommendations, and developed resources on training, policy, definitions and competencies, and complaint and investigation practices while centering DEI.



OUR 
STATEWIDE 
DIRECTION
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In complement to the DEI memo 
committees and since 2018, there have 
been many other efforts to support and 
promote DEI in the state workforce

OFM 5/13/2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Establishing and nurturing the Washington State Employee Business Resource Groups Supporting the Statewide DEI CouncilIssuing State HR Directive 20-02 on Workforce data and hiring practices– Jan 2020, agency responses received from May – Dec. ’20Issuing State HR Directive 20-03 on DEI Policy – June 2020, agency responses received in Nov. ‘20Amended the PRA to protect demographic informationPursued (and received) a decision package in 2019-20 to expand DES training resources to develop a statewide DEI training curriculumDES developed centralized training for reducing implicit bias in recruitment processesSeveral collective bargaining agreements now contain MOUs related to DEI work, or were updated in 2020 to strengthen anti-discrimination languageGovernor Inslee has explicitly prioritized racial equity and justice in his policy efforts and in the development of his 2021 biennial budgetEquity Office established and a director appointed – Dr. Karen JohnsonResults Washington hosts a DEI-focused Results Review in 2019. They identify diversity, equity and inclusion as one of their continued focus goals for 2021. 
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• HR Management Leader Briefing 
Report Dashboard

• Statewide Engagement Survey
• Statewide Exit Survey
• Modern Work Environment 

Dashboard
• Labor Negotiations Dashboard

IMPROVEMENTS TO 
WORKFORCE DIVERSITY DATA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The picture is a link to the HRMR Dashboard.Data improvements and new dashboards established since 2018 provide easy access to DEI and workforce data; these tools are intended to help agencies write policy and create strategies based on data trends. Some of these are public-facing.However, a dashboard alone does not solve a problem. It just helps us to see it more clearly. We have more work to do. 

https://ofm.wa.gov/state-human-resources/workforce-data-planning/hr-management-report/hr-management-leader-briefing-report


CURRENT LANDSCAPE: SPRING 
2021

We—OFM and your agencies—have done a tremendous 
amount of work in the last three years. 

• Data improvements
• Training development
• Policy writing and updating
• Establishing or renewing diversity plans
• Creating shared language

OFM 5/13/2021
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We now have tools, resources and better information about necessary improvements to increase equity and inclusion within the workforce.



WHERE WE’RE HEADING: 2021 
AND BEYOND

1. Requiring DEI training for all state employees
2. Including DEI competencies into position descriptions 

for many or all state employees
3. Centralizing reporting of complaints and investigation 
outcomes with demographics attached
4. Advancing DEI language and practices within CBAs
5. Addressing pay equity

OFM 5/13/2021
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Presentation Notes
Regarding #4: investigations, disciplinary processes, personnel files, off duty conduct, as well as language in the anti-discrimination, workplace behavior and MOUs areas 



“

”

I FIRMLY BELIEVE WASHINGTON WILL BE AN ANTI-
RACIST STATE, AND I WILL BE TAKING ACTIONS 
THAT HOLD OUR STATE TO THAT COMMITMENT. 
WE NEED OUR POLICIES AND BUDGET TO 
REFLECT OUR DEDICATION TOWARD DISRUPTING 
THE HARMFUL SYSTEMIC CYCLE OF RACISM AND 
INEQUITY.

– Gov. Inslee, Press conference, December 14th, 2020

OFM 5/13/2021 21
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Thank you!



Inclusion <> 
Well-being 
connection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes here: ��Thanks for the opportunity to meet with you today.  



Limeade 
Institute 

• Conducts research
• Establishes market points of view
• Explores the science behind the 

employee experience
• Work with customers, partners and 

our own employees to translate 
research into actionable strategies 
and new product offerings



When companies care for employees — in every part of the employee experience —
employees can better care for themselves, their teams and their company, leading to 

better people and business results. 

Limeade Results Model



Meeting 
Agenda

• What is Inclusion 
• Why does it matter
• Psychological safety 
• How to support inclusion at 

work 

26
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AgendaIntroductionAgenda ItemAgenda ItemAgenda ItemNext Steps



Key Terms

INCLUSION

Inclusion is a sense of 
belonging, connection and 
community at work. Inclusive 
organizations help people feel 
welcomed, known, valued —
and encouraged to bring their 
whole, unique selves to work. 
(Limeade Institute) 

EQUITY

Promoting justice, 
impartiality and fairness 
within the procedures, 
processes, and distribution of 
resources by institutions or 
systems. Tackling equity 
issues requires an 
understanding of the root 
causes of outcome disparities 
within our society. 

DIVERSITY

The presence of differences that 
may include race, gender, religion, 
sexual orientation, ethnicity, 
nationality, socioeconomic status, 
language, (dis)ability, age, religious 
commitment, or political 
perspective. Populations that have 
been-and remain-
underrepresented among 
practitioners in the field and 
marginalized in the broader society.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.fastcompany.com/90358626/culture-fit-vs-culture-addhttps://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2020/05/28/christian-cooper-harvard-birdwatching/https://www.nccj.org/resources/social-justice-definitions https://community.naceweb.org/blogs/karen-armstrong1/2019/06/25/what-exactly-is-diversity-equity-and-inclusion



Key Terms
• DIVERSITY = REPRESENTATION
• EQUITY = ACCESS
• INCLUSION = BELONGING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.fastcompany.com/90358626/culture-fit-vs-culture-addhttps://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2020/05/28/christian-cooper-harvard-birdwatching/https://www.nccj.org/resources/social-justice-definitions https://community.naceweb.org/blogs/karen-armstrong1/2019/06/25/what-exactly-is-diversity-equity-and-inclusion



What is 
Inclusion

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Divider) Current State + Future Vision



Inclusion is a SENSE OF BELONGING, 
CONNECTION AND COMMUNITY at work.

Inclusive organizations help people feel 
WELCOMED, KNOWN, VALUED — and 
encouraged to bring their whole, unique selves to 
work.

What is Inclusion



We want to feel a sense of 
uniqueness and belonging
(Brewer, 1991; Shore et al., 2011)

The Theory of Optimal
Distinctiveness

31



Shore et al., 2011Low Value in 
Uniqueness

High Value in 
Uniqueness

Low 
Belonging

High 
Belonging

32

Exclusion

Differentiation

Assimilation

Inclusion

Seeing the “me” in “we”

Presenter
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We want to be truly seen

Masking identities and/or facades of conformity relate to:
⇡ emotional exhaustion
⇡ stress
⇣ lower well-being
⇡ likelihood to leave an organization

Assumptions based on identity group relate to: 
⇣ performance
⇣ job satisfaction
⇣ commitment
⇡ turnover intention

Hewlin et al., 2012; Lehman et al., 2019; Triana et al., 2015 33



A sense of connection to 
others that is always in the 

process of being actively 
achieved 

Differences and 
similarities in perspectives, 
identities, and points of 
view



Why is Inclusion 
Important for 
Wellness 
Programs?

35
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(Divider) Current State + Future Vision



Inclusion elevates the overall 
employee experience

36

87%
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Well-being Burnout Engagement Employee Experience

Feel included Do not feel included

Science of EX (2021), 
n=4,553



When employees are engaged AND 
included

Almost half of our total sample, felt both included and engaged N = 1,374

92% 89% 91%

74%

41%

65%

38%

58%

33%

7%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Have higher well-being Committed to the
organization

Intend to stay for over 1 year Intend to stay for over 3 years Likely to recommend (are
promoters)

Engaged AND Included All others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JuliaEmployees who are included AND engaged: 91% intended to stay for longer than one year; 58% intended to stay for longer than one year;Employees who are included AND engaged: 74% intended to stay for longer than three years; 33% intended to stay for longer than three years.



90% 91% 90%
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“I feel like my organization cares about me”

Org cares Org does not care
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It’s about care… 

Science of EX (2021), 
n=4,553



Inclusion impacts all aspects 
of an organization

Employees who 
feel included have 
19% greater 
well-being
in their lives

Well-being Reach

Employees who 
feel that they 
receive adequate 
information within 
their organizations 
are 4X more 
likely to feel 
included

Engagement

Employees who 
feel included are 
28% more 
engaged 
at work

Turnover

Employees who 
feel included 
intended to stay at 
their organization 
3X longer

Experience

Employees who 
feel included are 
51% more likely 
to recommend 
their organization 
as a great place 
to work

Limeade Institute, 2019 39
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Psychological 
Safety 



Science of EX (2021), n=4,553 — 1,276 (US), 731 (AU), 578 (UK), 471 (Germany), 774 (France)

Psychological safety opens the door to inclusion

“Feeling able to show and [be] one’s self without fear of negative consequences to self-image, status, or career”

Frazier et al., 2017; Kahn, 1990



42

Requires a certain type of employee experience

Inclusive
Leadership

Trust in
Leadership

& Peers

Supportive
Teammates

Feeling Care
From Peers

Examples of factors related to psychological safety: 

Frazier et al., 2017



How to support 
inclusion at work 



[BKG color/image]

Peers on immediate teams are 
THE GREATEST CONTRIBUTING FACTOR 

TO INCLUSION, followed by 
organizational leaders, department 

managers, 
and peers on other teams.

Limeade Institute, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To further explore the relational aspect of inclusion, we conducted a study assessing the extent to which different relationships contributed to feelings of inclusion.What we found was that connections with one’s immediate team– Those I work most closely with, those that I have conversations with about my work, that I might talk to about my life outside of work, contributed the most to feelings of inclusion.But it didn’t stop there. All relationships were statistically significant. Leaders, managers, and employees on other teams all contributed to feelings of inclusion. Not just a banner or proposition. It’s relational, it’s behavioral. Behaviors daily. IT’S YOU. IT’S ME.There is a shift in today’s workplace towards one that is more relational.--Measured by the extent to which individuals felt connected to these different parties within an organization and they reported level of inclusion 
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Ongoing steps to promote inclusion

Do it
Take action and empower 

others to do the same

Listen for it
Lift & listen to all voices

Tell the story
Share the impact & 

reinforce the norms of 
active inclusion 

Say it
Commit & create

accountability



• Create the space: Survey, statewide 
Business Resource Groups (BRGs)

• C-suite representation: BRG executive 
champion, engaged in meetings

46

Listen for it
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• Communicate your commitment: Black 
and minority-owned small 
business grants

• Share updates and commitment 
reminders: Leadership video

47

Say it



• Ongoing resources: On-
demand inclusion trainings

• Give-back campaigns: Funds for orgs 
focused on inclusion, human rights 
and racial equity

• Humanized thinking during crisis: zero 
tolerance for racial discrimination, 
caregiver and essential employee 
resources

48

Do it



• Broadcast your story: Training 
registration and BRG involvement, 
Annual survey results 

• Share data from your actions: Matching 
campaign impact

• Make it known you’re not done

49

Tell the story

Presenter
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Key
Takeaways

• Inclusion is a sense of belonging, 
connection and community at work. 
Inclusive organizations help people feel 
welcomed, known, valued — and 
encouraged to bring their whole, unique 
selves to work. 

• Inclusion impacts all aspects of an 
organization and is strongly related to 
well-being

• Psychological safety is necessary and 
shaped by our employee experience

• Active inclusion is continuous: listen, 
commit, act, communicate and 
REPEAT

50



Thank You!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Thanks for the opportunity to meet with you today. Introduce yourself.Introduce attendees, remote / phone first. 



What is Washington Wellness Doing?

Collaborating with State Business Resource Groups

Developing SmartHealth Activity Tiles

Consulting with HCA Employee Resource Groups

Providing Trainings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is WA Wellness doing to support DEI in the workplace?Overall, we’re reaching out to statewide and organizational groups to increase our understanding of how workplace wellness programs can play a role in advancing  diversity , equity, and inclusion in the workplace.Thus far, we’ve been collaborating with the State BRGs to develop DEI-related SH activity tilesWe’ve also have offered, and will continue to offer,  DEI activity tiles from the  Limeade Activity Library,  such as a tile the Diversity Where You Work and Play 5/3 – 10 1 and The art of Being an Ally 5/1 – 10/31I’ve had the opportunity to meet with Juan Alaniz - Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Manager in the Employee Resources Division at the Health Care Authority,  and a panel from the HCA ERGs to:Begin exploring how WA Wellness can support and participate in the State DEI efforts And discuss tangible ways DEI can be embedded in workplace wellness programs We will continue to provide trainings and  related resources and share what we learn with all of you.– ( 3rd quarter training is on Health Equity)



SmartHealth DEI Activity Tiles

June 1 – June 30 April 15 – May 14 February 1, - February 28

Visit Meetings and materials for the 2021 DEI activity tile outline.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Rain Spotlight: Celebrate Pride Month Pride Month is a time to celebrate diversity and inclusion in solidarity with the lesbian, gay, bi-sexual, trans and queer (LGBTQ) communities. For this activity think about ways you can positively contribute to the LGBTQ community through volunteering, raising awareness, learning about issues or supporting pride-focused businesses or non-profits. 3. BUILD Spotlight: Listen to African American Voices: For this activity, you listen to the experiences of African Americans (even if you yourself are African American). This might mean reading books, watching documentaries or following blog posts by African American authors.

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.hca.wa.gov%2Fabout-hca%2Fwashington-wellness%2Fmeetings-and-materials&data=04%7C01%7Cpam.walker%40hca.wa.gov%7C745c88ea4a004a143b7608d90f1df273%7C11d0e217264e400a8ba057dcc127d72d%7C0%7C0%7C637557443561350613%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=fwZSkLYfmXv6E4%2Bk%2BScMh2Q55O4rjh6HgFD7O4HqF0E%3D&reserved=0


Question and Answer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to take a few minutes to open it up for questions. Feel free to direct your questions to any of us. 



More Questions?

Washington Wellness
Employees and Retirees Benefits Division
wawellness@hca.wa.gov
360-725-1700

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us. The general email and phone number are listed, but I also encourage you to reach out directly to your health promotion consultant (Aaron, Heidi, Pam, or Ron). We’d love to support you to help you achieve your specific goals. 

mailto:wawellness@hca.wa.gov
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